Refiners + Suppliers
OPIS provides complete pricing, news and analysis from the refinery gate to the wholesale rack.

Goals
‒ Buy replacement barrels during times of supply disruption at the best possible price
‒ Establish transparent pricing for customers at the wholesale rack
‒ Be the first to know about infrastructure upsets or changes to product specifications

Challenges
‒ Meeting commitments downstream when there is a refinery glitch that impacts supply
‒ Selling fuel at the wholesale rack at a competitive price
‒ Getting information on supply disruptions in the market or specifications changes to the fuel slate that can impact operations and business decisions

OPIS Solutions

**OPIS Spot Tickers:** Provide real-time valuations throughout the full trading day so replacement barrel prices can be assessed fairly

**OPIS Rack Reports:** Offer an essential third-party benchmark to ensure transparency for customers at the wholesale rack

**OPIS Spot Reports:** Give suppliers the tools they need to offer their customers deals based on spot pricing formulas

**OPIS TimeSeries:** Archives extensive price history to help resolve billing discrepancies

**OPIS Intraday News Alerts:** Delivers breaking news on refined product developments to desktop or mobile ahead of wire services

“OPIS strives to understand the fundamental factors influencing price movements beyond simple reporting of numbers.”

– Mark Anderle, TAC Energy

Clients Include
‒ ExxonMobil
‒ Conoco Phillips
‒ Truman Arnold
‒ BP
‒ Shell
‒ Tesoro
‒ TransMontaigne
‒ Chevron
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